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Abstract

**Aim/Background:** There has been some professional discussion surrounding the "function" of child pornography offending for the individual offender: Why is someone looking at child pornography and what needs are met with this behaviour? The limited research in this area has mainly focused on information extracted from interview transcripts, which is likely biased by the offender's situation at the time.

**Material/Method:** Using a computerised online survey, child pornography offenders (with and without contact sex offences against minors) were questioned anonymously about their motivations to start viewing child pornography material.

**Results:** Thematic Analysis lead to the development of a topical map that revealed four main themes in their offence motivations: (1) no (direct) explanation provided, (2) initial triggers of their child pornography consumption, (3) emotional reasons, and (4) sexual reasons. These themes were analysed with regards to their subthemes, their relationship with each other and to the offending behaviour. Offender characteristics differed between the thematic groups. In addition, "pure" child pornography offenders were more likely than offenders with contact victims to provide more than one explanation for their behaviour. Individuals with contact offences were found more likely to admit a sexual interest in children.

**Conclusions:** These findings point to the value of a motivation-based offender typology. For treatment providers, the assessment of offence motivations appears as a promising source about an individual's risks and needs.
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Accounts of individuals using the internet to sexually offend have become increasingly prevalent. In this paper, the focus is on men who have engaged in the viewing, possession, distribution, or trading of online child sexual exploitation material, more commonly referred to as child pornography (CP). One of the most prevalent questions in the work with child pornography offenders (CPOs) is the assessment of risk, predominantly their proclivity to cross-over to contact sex offending (Webb, Craissati, & Keen, 2007). To date, it appears that only a subgroup of CPOs will continue to engage in contact sex offending; in the most recent meta-analysis including a combined sample of 2,630 online offenders, Seto, Hanson, and Babchishin (2011) reported that 3.4% of online offenders were found to reoffend with another CP offence, while only 2% reoffended with a contact sex offence. Given the majority of CPOs thus appear to present as low risk, it makes conceptual and economic sense to focus resources on the identification and treatment of this offender subgroup with the highest risk to commit a contact offence.
Taxonomic approaches to broaden the existing knowledge base and to identify assessment and treatment needs of an offender type are conceptually well grounded in the research tradition on offender populations. In the Handbook of Sexual Assault, Knight and Prentky (1990) stated that "understanding the taxonomic structure of a deviant population is the keystone of theory building and the cornerstone of intervention" (p. 23). Indeed, their typology for adult sex offenders, the Massachusetts Treatment Centre Typology, has found wide application in the treatment of rapists in terms of the identification of specific needs and risks of each offender type (Reid, Wilson, & Boer, 2011). Based on existing CPO typologies (e.g., Carr, 2006; Hartmann, Burgess, & Lanning; 1984; Krone, 2004, 2005; McLaughlin, 2000), Merdian, Curtis, Thakker, Wilson, and Boer (2011) developed a conceptual classification model for the assessment of CPOs, pointing to the individual's offence motivation as a distinguishing factor in the assessment process, stating that understanding an offender's motive (or motives) can provide insight into the needs he intends to meet with his behaviour and thus the meaning of CP for the individual.

The meaning an individual attributes to his CP consumption has been described elsewhere as functions of CP (for example, see Taylor & Quayle, 2003). In a series of interviews with convicted consumers of online CP, Taylor and Quayle identified six principal functions of child pornographic material: Whereas the majority of offenders had viewed the images for sexual arousal, some users reportedly had gained satisfaction from the actual collection process rather than the content of the images. Others stated that they had used the images mainly to foster online social contacts with other adults interested in child sexual abuse material. Some participants reported that these activities were means of escaping their real life problems. Finally, a few users conceptualised CP as a form of "therapy" that had allowed them to explore their sexual preferences but reportedly prevented them from progressing to contact child sexual abuse. The six functions originally identified by Taylor and Quayle guided other research projects (e.g., Caple, 2008; Sheldon & Howitt, 2007; Surjadi, Bullens, van Horn, & Bogaerts, 2010), and additional motivations have been identified (see Table 1). In a recent study, Seto, Reeves, and Jung (2010) screened transcripts from police and clinical interviews conducted with a sample of 84 CPOs, analysing the explanations they had provided for their offending. Again, they found a variety of motives: While most people in both samples reported to be motivated by a sexual interest in children (46% in the police-sourced and 38% in the clinical sample), the offenders also named accidental access, curiosity, or addiction to pornographic material as reasons for their behaviour and, less frequently, indiscriminate sexual interests, "internet addiction", or their general interest in collecting activities. Six percent in each sample reported that they had used CP as a substitute for contact offending. It was noted that 36% in the police sample and 68% in the clinical sample provided three or more motives for their behaviour. Seto et al. acknowledged the offenders' situation and the interviewers' influence as potential biases to the study. Nevertheless, based on the outcomes of these studies, it seems valid to conclude that CPOs as a group display a wide variety of motivations for their behaviour and that the individual offender may have more than one explanation for his behaviour. It is further acknowledged that the functions of CP for the individual may change over time (Seto et al., 2010; Surjadi et al., 2010), requiring specific offender management strategies according to the functions they assign to the material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child Sexual Exploitation Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>serves as collectible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>has commercial value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
functions as online currency (for credibility as well as trading material)
facilitates social relationships
is a means of escaping from the real world
is expression of a risk-taking lifestyle
is expression of a general criminal lifestyle
desensitises society in general
serves sexual gratification
serves sexual exploration and experimentation
serves as therapy
is an interactive tool in the victim grooming process
serves as a template for real-life sexual abuse
functions as means for blackmailing a victim
to keep as trophy/momentum of the abuse

Note. Deduced from Aftab (2000); Calcetas-Santos (2001); Caple (2008); Carr (2009); Choo (2009); Davis (2001); Durkin & Bryant (1999); Foley (2002); Hill, Briken, & Berner (2006); Holt, Blevins, & Burkert (2010); Itzin (1997); Jenkins (2003); Kuhnen (2007); Langevin & Curnoe (2004); Ost (2009); Quayle, Erroga, Wright, Taylor, & Harbison (2006); Rettinger (2000); Seto, Reeves, & Jung (2010); Sheldon & Howitt (2007); Surjadi, Bullens, van Horn, & Bogaerts (2010); Taylor & Quayle (2003, 2005); Taylor, Quayle, & Holland (2001); Warden, Phillips, & Ogloff (2001).

The existing research has provided an overview of the potential functions of CP offending and, due to its mostly qualitative nature, aimed to present veridical accounts of the offenders' individual experience. However, one shortcoming of the current research body is that the information is mostly drawn from interviews with the offenders. This approach is limited for at least two reasons. Firstly, the offenders' responses may be biased due to their current situation; For example, a pre-conviction police interview is likely to result in different responses from an individual than a post-conviction clinical assessment, with the former possibly being further influenced by third parties, such as lawyers. Secondly, every interview consists of an interactive exchange between the interviewee and interviewer and its outcomes are partly dependent on the interviewer's prompting and note-taking, as well as the interviewee's openness and verbal fluency. A more impartial account of the offender's explanations for their offending has so far been missing from the current research. The current research project was aimed at compensating these limitations and deducing offenders' potential motives from anonymous accounts. The central research question of this study was summarised into one simple, open-ended question: "Why do you think you started viewing child pornography?".

Data were collected via an anonymous computer survey; this medium was expected to strengthen the research findings in three ways. Firstly, an anonymous, non-interactive data collection process was employed to compensate for the limitations identified in interview-based research. Secondly, it allowed offenders to skip the research question, hence only participants willing to provide an explanation for their offending were assumed to have responded. Finally, participants were asked for their immediate thoughts to a question that was purposefully kept simple, which was intended to reduce cognitive efforts and thus attempts for impression management.
This study was integrated into a larger project aimed to compare CPOs, contact child sex offenders, and offenders with both offence types in areas identified as critical for an assessment of risk. The research question for the current study was presented only to individuals who admitted to CP consumption.

The main aim of this study was to deduce the various motivations for CP offending based on short narratives provided by the offenders. Resulting from the above review of the existing literature, two main confirmatory research hypotheses were identified:

1. As a group, offenders present a range of reasons for their CP offending, with at least one of whom being related to sexual satisfaction.
2. As individuals, at least some of the offenders present more than one explanation for their offending.

The current research design also allowed for the analysis of a number of risk-related items from the complete data corpus in conjunction with these statements, including demographics or criminal history. Thus, a third, investigative research hypothesis was added:

3. Systematic relationships between offence motivation and risk-related constructs can be identified.

Method

Participant Recruitment

Individuals were eligible for this study if they were of at least 18 years of age, were of male gender, had a sufficient understanding of English reading and writing, had no intellectual impairment that affected the person’s ability to make an informed decision about participation and to understand the test material. Participants were recruited from both community sex offender treatment centres and prison settings throughout New Zealand.

Procedure and Stimulus Material

Each participant was asked to respond to a survey on portable computers. The participants were self-guided through the questions while a bar on the side of the screen indicated their progress through the survey. Overall, the survey consisted of 211 items; the current research question was presented towards the the end of the survey.

Data Analysis

A mixed-method analysis was employed for this study. Given the small number of participants and the uneven sub-sample sizes, descriptive information was analysed using non-parametric methods of group comparisons. For the two confirmatory research questions, a qualitative approach using thematic analysis (TA) was employed. Derived from content analysis, TA is a well-established method to identify both apparent and latent themes in a text (Joffe, 2011). As Fereday and Muir-Cochrane (2006) summarised, TA is "is a form of pattern recognition within the data, where emerging themes become the categories for analysis" (p. 82). TA is also appropriate for rather limited narratives, such as open-ended responses to questionnaire items (see Saunders & Byrne, 2002). A number of systematic guidelines for undertaking TA are available (e.g., see Attride-Stirling, 2001; Joffe, 2011). The current study followed the step-by-step guide presented by Braun and
Clarke (2006), describing six phases of TA: (1) Familiarising with data, (2) Generating initial codes, (3) Identifying themes, (4) Reviewing themes, (5) Defining and naming themes, and (6) Producing the report. As part of stage four, an independent rater was involved in coding the data and any differences were discussed until agreement was reached.

For the exploratory research question, a descriptive analysis of the relationship between the identified themes and the following variables was conducted: level of education, level of perceived personal stress, non-sexual criminal history, length of treatment attended to date, consumption of deviant pornography other than CP, sexual interest in minors (including contact offences, online grooming of minors, visit to child-lover websites, victim preferences in CP material, declared sexual arousal to CP), online networking with other offenders, length of CP consumption, type, content, and range of CP material, and time investment in CP. In addition, participants completed the Abel and Becker Cognition Scale (ABCS; Abel, Becker, Cunningham-Rathner, Rouleau, Kaplan, & Reich, 1984) and some selected items from Children & Sexual Activities (Howitt & Sheldon, 2007). Thus, the endorsement of cognitive distortions according to these scales defined the last variable tested in its relationship to the explanations provided.

Results

Participants

Overall, the research question was presented to 22 CPOs and 17 offenders who also had a contact sex offence with a child victim (mixed offenders; MOs). Personal information about the participants is summarised in Table 2. Overall, the participant groups appeared fairly similar across all variables, with the exception of four items. CPOs were significantly more likely than MOs to have ever been diagnosed with a mental health problem (50% vs. 17.6%; Fisher's Exact Test, \( p(1\text{-sided}) > .05 \)) and there was a trend for CPOs to have been more likely to have viewed pornography displaying acts involving urination / defecation (86.4% vs. 58.8%; Fisher's Exact Test, \( p(1\text{-sided}) = .057 \)) and to have engaged in online offending, such as illegal downloading (59% vs. 52.9%; Fisher's Exact Test, \( p(1\text{-sided}) = .056 \)). On the other hand, MOs were highly significantly more likely to be in prison at the time of data collection (4.6% vs. 58.8%; Fisher's Exact Test, \( p(1\text{-sided}) = .00 \)) and reported significantly more convictions as part of their criminal history (Mdn = 1 vs. Mdn = 2 across 5 possible areas; \( U = 114, z = -2.215; p(1\text{-sided}) < 0.5; r = -.35 \)), mainly based on a significant difference in their usage of weapons (27% vs. 44.8%; Fisher's Exact Test, \( p(1\text{-sided}) < .05 \)). The main focus of this study was to deduce the various motivations for CP offending based on short narratives provided by the offenders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Demographic Information and Criminal History of Study Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Table 2: Demographic Information and Criminal History of Study Sample</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Sample</strong> ( n = 39 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Demographic information</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (yrs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (yrs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income (NZD(^1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- NZ European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Maori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual preference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- heterosexual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- homosexual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- bisexual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- current sexual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- current live-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- own children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment length (mths)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imprisoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous convictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- violent offending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- use of weapon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- non-violent offending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- online offending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- sex offence adult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption of deviant pornography other than child pornography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- sadistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- urination/ defecation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- bestiality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. CPOs: Offenders who have had exposure to child pornography. MOs: Mixed offenders (offenders with both child pornography exposure and contact sex offences against a child). Figures depict percentage rates (%) unless otherwise indicated. Note that for cells with n < 5, percentages are not adequate denotations but have been chosen for comparison purposes.  
1Average annual regular income for households in New Zealand was NZD
79,159 in 2010/11; see www.stats.govt.nz/searchresults.aspx. ² Three participants were removed from this analysis due to their outlier position as very high earner. ³ Excludes three MOs with extremely high values (outliers identified with boxplot analysis). ⁴ Refers to non-sexual offences, such as illegal downloading. ⁵ Can include both past and index offence.

Range of Explanations provided for CP Offending

It was hypothesised that as a group, offenders present a range of reasons for their CP offending, with at least one of whom being related to sexual satisfaction. Figure 1 depicts the topical map of offence motivations; it includes a separate thematic tree, referring to those offenders who did not provide an explanation for their offending (n = 7). Although only three participants actually withheld a response, others provided a reply failing to answer the question. For example, Case 5447 stated: "Stress leading to depression leading to failed relationship leading to more stress and anxiety and increased depression", missing a causal link back to the research question. Case 5351’s response stood out - rather than explaining his reasons for viewing CP, he described his reasons for not continuing to view: "I only looked on one occasion and never looked again as I was too scared of detection (…) I didn't get hooked but could have easily [sic]".

![Thematic map of offenders' explanations for their child pornography usage, resulting from thematic analysis following the guidelines from Braun and Clarke (2006)](image)

Overall, three main themes emerged during the analysis of the offenders’ responses: (1) Emotional explanations, (2) Sexual explanations, and (3) Explanations referring to initial triggers of the behaviour. Figure 2 depicts the themes according to the frequency of their endorsement. Overall,
the range of themes presented confirms the first hypothesis.

**Initial trigger**

Within this category, participants explained why they had initially viewed CP but failed to report what motivated them to continue. Four participants claimed accidental exposure ("found it by accident when looking for other porn", Case 5098; "by pure chance accessed a site which contain [sic] it", Case 5248) while five participants referred to "curiosity" ("I was curious and just wanted to have a look.", Case 5351). It appeared that for some participants, curiosity was the mediating factor between initial exposure and a sexual interest in minors that developed or manifested itself with prolonged exposure while others seemed to use it as a synonym for a paedophilic interest. For example, Case 5224 explained: "Curiosity to see the development of the young girl into the young woman. I [sic] collected photo's of girls posing on their own."

**Sexual explanation**

Two subthemes were identified, concerning one's sexual identity and progression from legal material.

**Sexual identity.** The offenders' responses concerning sexual identity appeared to belong to two distinct groups. For one group of the offenders ($n = 7$), CP seemed to be a replacement for an adequate sexual object, not limited to the depicted content; as Case 5443 described, "Being sexually impotent lead me to search out new means of attaining an erection, like most visual subjects I viewed this did not help me at all". For three offenders, CP consumption was based
specifically on the lack of an appropriate adult sex partner—as Case 5164 described: "Lack of sexual experience and the belief that children because of their own lack of experience wouldn't reject me."

For the majority of offenders amongst all subgroups ($n = 13$), CP consumption was based on their sexual attraction to minors: "my sexual attraction was only towards children at the time" (Case 5101).

**Progression from legal material.** For nine participants, their CP offending appeared to be the result of prolonged exposure and potential desensitisation to legal pornography. Some participants provided fairly detailed responses of their journey:

> The gradual escalation from normal adult material to more extreme material (dehumanising) after first accessing the internet, that I used it to cope with emotional and stressful situations. Followed by viewing younger and younger woman, girls and preteen, i.e. child modelling [sic] and cartoons showing extreme adult and other abusive subject matter. (Case 5164)

Again, some of the responses clearly linked back to a developing sexual interest in children, based on increasing exposure to the material.

**Emotional explanation**

A group of offenders pointed to their emotional rather than sexual experience when viewing CP, mostly using CP as a way of making themselves feel better.

**Detached/ passive emotions.** Case 5092 described how the financial need to support his drug usage overpowered any reflective thoughts on the material he was dealing with.

**Positive emotions.** The majority of respondents ($n = 15$) referred to the positive emotions that CP consumption elicited in them; viewing CP became a source of relief and a means to escape negativity, resulting from depression (e.g., Case 5096, Case 5447), anxiety or stress (e.g., Case 5099, Case 5162, Case 5250, Case 5164), sexual frustration (Case 5452), and emotional drought ("loneliness, wish to be loved." Case 5099). For some offenders, the positive side of CP was in the shock-value of the depicted material. For instance, Case 5102 stated: "long story but i needed a distraction and nothing else worked cos I was not too bothered about it i.e. booze. CP was, in my view, very disturbing and t acted as the best distraction [sic]."

For others, the viewing process went beyond the relief aspect, triggering feelings of "being in control". Case 5098 described his experience:

> Shocked initially but then was intrigued enough to go back. I think I carried on as a way to control some positive/ exciting feelings in a world that I felt I was drowning in due to stress from relationships, work, aprenting [sic] etc. essentially I wasn’t [sic] coping and this was a means to receive a positive feeling I could control.

The feeling of being in control or being powerful was crucial to the experience of many offenders. Some offenders explicitly referred to their own sexual abuse story; Case 5093 stated: "it made me
feel good to see it happen to someone els it remined me on how it felt when it wos hapaning to me" [sic]. For others, the control-aspect seemed to refer to their perceived superiority towards censorship online. Case 5444 illustrated: "Because I'd always had an interest and because it was forbidden, yet easy to find."

Case 5061’s response stood out: "Confusion around my sexuality and feelings of hate." While most of the offenders chose emotional labels giving them a passive role (e.g., a victim of depression, stress, sexual abuse), Case 5061 described his experience with the active emotion, "hate". It is not clear from the short data snippet if he refers to self-hatred or feelings of hatred towards others; however, his response read as if viewing CP was used to aid in his sexual identity confusion and to deal with his negative emotions, again supporting the link to a CP as a source of positive emotions.

**Number of Explanations Provided by Individual Offenders**

Once the final themes had been identified, it was determined how many themes individual participants included in their responses. It was hypothesised that at least some of the offenders present more than one explanation for their offending. Overall, the majority of participants referred to a singular theme (54%), 36% included two themes, and 10% named three themes. None of the respondents referred to more than three themes in their response. Thus, the second hypothesis was confirmed. In addition, it became apparent that CPOs were more inclined to provide more than one theme in their responses (41% one theme, 45% two themes, 14% three themes) than MOs (71% one theme, 23% two themes, 6% three themes).

**Relationship between Self-reported Themes and Offence Characteristics**

It was hypothesised that systematic relationships between offence motivation and risk-related constructs can be identified. The theme "detached emotion" was excluded from this analysis given that only one participant endorsed this theme. Based on the low number of participants, the high number of variables and the similarity between participants (given that participants with multiple explanations were duplicated), this analysis is purely descriptive and shall be considered for exploratory purposes only. Overall, this analysis revealed some systematic relationships between risk-related variables and the thematic groups, thus confirming the third hypothesis.

**Initial trigger**

Members who endorsed this theme had the highest median years of education, reported the lowest stress levels, and were the least likely to have visited a child-lover website. Although they possessed CP material with the lowest severity in terms of content, offenders had a high variety of material types (e.g., photos, videos). Even though this theme was clearly linked to a sexual attraction to children, only half of the offenders reported they got sexually aroused by the material. About half of the offenders had engaged in online networking with other offenders.

Overall, these findings support the notion that the offenders have not been deeply involved in their CP consumption. However, for at least some offenders there is a strong connection to sexual satisfaction with child material. The high percentage of offenders who engaged with other offenders online may indicate that other online users were their first point of contact to access CP. The high variety of material may indicate that these individuals conducted unfiltered searches or received a mixed variety from other offenders as potential material distributors.
Source of positive emotions

This theme was more strongly endorsed by CPOs than MOs. Offenders who referred to this theme stated the highest stress levels and the lowest ability to cope with their stressors in comparison to all other offenders. Nearly 90% in this group reported they get sexually aroused by the material. All members had also viewed other forms of deviant pornography and a fifth had visited child-lover websites in addition to their CP consumption. Eighty percent reported a specific victim preference in their material. This theme was linked to lack of an appropriate sexual object and progression from legal material.

In sum, the high stress levels and the perceived low stress coping abilities indicate that CP was used as a coping mechanism, however, with a strong sexual connotation. It is apparent that for the majority of offenders in this thematic group, CP is a source of sexual satisfaction, for some even to the extent of developing specific preferences. On the other hand, sex as a coping mechanism is not necessarily restricted to CP in this group as evidenced in the consumption of other extreme forms of pornography. Alternatively, CP may have been the final target in their search for sexual satisfaction within other deviant material.

Progression from other material

This theme was also more strongly endorsed by CPOs than MOs. About half of the offenders reported high stress levels, and nearly 80% stated that they have low capacities to deal with stress. One third of the offenders had a criminal history (non-sexual crimes) and all of the offenders had also consumed other types of deviant pornography. Regarding CP, nearly 90% stated they were sexually aroused by the material and about two thirds reported specific victim preferences. Overall, from all thematic groups, offenders belonging to this group reportedly had invested the highest amount of time per week in the search and sorting of their CP material. Finally, while the other groups had mostly used digital pictures and digital videos, this offender group had used child pornographic narratives with a higher frequency. In terms of their internet usage, two thirds of the offenders had engaged with others on the internet, more than a fifth had visited child-lover websites, and ten percent of the offenders had used the internet to groom minors, which is the highest percentage of all members belonging to a thematic group. This theme was clearly related to usage of CP as a source of positive emotions.

Overall, this theme shared some similarities with the previous theme in that CP, used as a source of sexual satisfaction, acts as a potential stress reliever. However, for offenders belonging to this thematic group, CP had been approached via progression through other forms of pornography, which may still be used. In addition, the sexual aspect appears to be more dominant in this group, given the considerable time investment offenders make in their material, the high frequency of non-visual material, and the cross-over to direct contact with a minor. The high online engagement with other offenders may be based on using this network as a way to access more (and more deviant) material.

Sexual attraction to minors

This theme was endorsed by a very high percentage of MOs. Members in this group displayed no elevated stress levels and reported average confidence in their coping mechanisms. About 80% of offenders had a non-sexual criminal history, the highest percentage of members of any thematic group. Offenders in this group had also spent the highest amount of time in treatment. About half of the offenders had visited child-lover websites and about 80% had engaged with other offenders online, again the highest percentage of all groups on these variables. More than 90% of offenders
had also consumed other types of deviant pornography, and one offender had engaged in online grooming of minors.

With regards to CP, only about 60% of offenders reported that they got sexually aroused by the material, although nearly 80% reported a specific victim preference in their material. They reported to have possessed CP with the most extreme content in comparison to the other offender groups and endorsed the second-highest level of cognitive distortions amongst all offenders.

This theme appears to be the antidote to the previous two themes. Here, CP is consumed to satisfy the offender's sexual attraction to minors. The low arousal profile of offenders and the high percentage of contact offenders suggest that CP is just one aspect in the general contact-driven profile of these offenders. This group may be more likely to endorse violent and/or sadistic thoughts and behaviours, given the highly explicit and violent content level they admitted to, the need for other deviant pornography, as well as the high general criminal activity observed in this group. Their sexual deviancy may be related to the generally increased level of cognitive distortions within this group. The high networking activity of this group may thus be related to finding social support within a marginalised group and normalising one's cognitive distortions.

Lack of appropriate sexual object

This group displayed no elevated stress levels; however, 70% reported a perceived lack of coping skills. About 30% had a non-sexual criminal history but overall, they had the lowest amount of time spent in treatment from all offenders. All offenders in this group had consumed other types of deviant pornography alongside CP. Indeed, only 70% reported sexual arousal to CP, but about 60% still had clear victim preferences. They had consumed a wide range of CP types, however remained on a relatively low level of explicitness. They also had the lowest average length of consumption. Only a small amount of offenders (14.3%) had visited child-lover websites. In addition, they endorsed the least cognitive distortions in comparison to the other offender groups.

Overall, this theme clearly reflects their search for an arousing sexual object. There is no sense of progression or need within their CP consumption, which may indicate that CP is not the sole source of their sexual satisfaction. Their cognitive scores reveal an understanding of the inappropriate nature of this behaviour. Their low perception of coping skills is interesting, suggesting some potential for sexual activity or pornography to act as a catalyst for stress.

No (direct) explanation provided

This theme was endorsed by a high percentage of MOs. These offenders had the lowest education of all offenders. They also had the lowest percentage of offenders with a non-sexual criminal history (14.3%) and the lowest consumption rate of deviant pornography other than CP. They were the least likely to network with other offenders online in comparison to the other thematic groups. Only about 60% reported they got sexually aroused by the material. On the other hand, this group had the highest consumption rate of child-lover websites and about 60% expressed clear victim preferences. Certainly noteworthy, this group reported the highest length of consumption in comparison to the other thematic groups. However, given that they also reported CP magazines (pre-dating internet times) as a common type in their collection, these findings may be a reflection of age rather than preference. Individuals in this group usually possessed only one type of CP (e.g., digital images) but varied in terms of their explicitness. They spent the lowest amount of time per week with their CP collection in comparison to the other offenders. However, this group displayed the highest level of cognitive distortions in comparison to all thematic groups.
In a way, it appears that this group encompasses both very serious and less serious offenders. CP is clearly not their main focus, nor their main source of sexual satisfaction. Two findings are especially noteworthy: They high level of cognitive distortions as well as their high length of consumption, which could both be cause and effect to each other. It is surprising that these offenders, who as a group view children as sexual objects, cannot provide an explanation or justification for their CP consumption. Although their lower education may act as a mediating factor, the inability to verbalise one's intention to offend may indicate a higher level of risk as evidenced in their cognitive distortions or persistence of offending.

**Discussion**

Offenders provided a variety of motivations for their CP offending, only one of whom explicitly referred to sexual attraction to minors. The identified offence motivations confirmed some of the themes presented in previous research. As in existing studies (e.g., Taylor & Quayle, 2003; Seto et al., 2010), a sexual attraction to minors clearly appears to be the main motive for viewing CP. However, in contrast to the previous studies, none of the offenders reasoned that they would use the material as a substitute for contact offending. In addition, even though some of the MOs had engaged in activities that bore similarity to their CP offending (e.g., filming their sexual activities with a minor victim), none of them indicated that they had used their material for victim grooming purposes or as part of their contact sex offending. There were other functions identified in previous research that were not reported by this sample, for example CP as a pure collective (Taylor & Quayle, 2003; Seto et al., 2010) or as an expression of internet addiction (Seto et al., 2010).

In this study, participants commonly provided more than one offence motivation, especially amongst CPOs. Some noteworthy relationships between the motivational themes and other variables were identified, for example the explicitness of CP material. Not only do these results confirm the findings by Seto et al. (2010) and Surjadi et al. (2010), they also provide further support for Seto et al.’s (2010) claim that offender’s motivational themes may indicate differential treatment needs. The value of a motivation-based typology for CPOs further lies in the indicative risk variables identified in this study, namely the motivational differences between contact and non-contact offenders, the identification of cognitive distortions regarding children as sexual objects, and the role of online social networking with other offenders.

The current study revealed some differences between offenders with and without child contact sex offences. While CPOs more frequently reported to use CP as a source of positive emotions and as the result of a progression through other forms of pornographic material, MOs were more likely to admit a sexual attraction to minors or to provide no (direct) explanation for their CP offending (see Figure 3).
In addition, CPOs were more likely to provide more than one explanation for their offending. MOs' stronger endorsement of paedophilic interest can be explained with internal attribution processes. According to Kelley's (1967) Covariation Model, internal attributions are based on repeated observations of behaviours across multiple situations. Given that for MOs, a sexual interest in minors was consistently displayed in a variety of contexts (i.e., online and offline), it follows that offenders with a contact sex offence are more likely to attribute their CP consumption to an internal trait, namely a sexual interest in children. The internal attribution hypothesis finds empirical support in Seto, Cantor, and Blanchard's (2006) study. They compared 100 CPOs, 178 contact child sex offenders, 216 rapists, and 191 non-offenders in terms of their sexual attraction to children, retrieved from clinical interviews and the outcomes of a phallometric assessment. Diagnostic criteria for paedophilia (using a paedophile index score) were met by 61% of CPOs, 35% of contact sex offenders, 13% of adult sex offenders, and 22% of non-offenders. Seto et al. concluded from these findings that CP consumption "is a valid diagnostic indicator of paedophilia" (p. 613), stronger than contact sexual behaviour towards a child. However, within the group of CPOs, 43% also had a history of contact sex offending against a child and this group achieved the strongest arousal pattern towards minors. Thus, this outcome suggests that at least for a subgroup of CP users, namely MOs, CP may be an expression of a more persistent sexual preference for minors that, by presenting as an internalised trait, corresponds with the diagnostic criteria for pedophilia.

Consequently, CPOs who admit a sexual interest in minors as their main motivation to consume CP may thus present a higher risk to progress to contact sex offending or to have undisclosed historic contact sex offences. However, this conclusion requires a causal relationship between offence motivations and offender type, which can only be assumed based on the current data set and research design.
Offence-supportive cognitions have traditionally been linked to the commission of contact sex offences, and it is yet to determine if they are aetiological components, as temporarily activated cognitions or stable attitudes, or if they are post-hoc explanations to justify one’s actions in hindsight, consciously or unconsciously (see Blumenthal, Gudjonsson, & Burns, 1999; Gannon & Polaschek, 2006; Maruna & Mann, 2006). In this study, endorsement of cognitive distortions was generally low. However, there were some noteworthy differences between members of the thematic groups. Whereas participants who reported lack of an appropriate sexual object were the least likely to endorse cognitive distortions, offenders who admitted a sexual attraction to minors and offenders who provided no (direct) explanation for their offending reported the highest scores. However, considering the offender type distribution across these themes, the relationship between offence motivation and cognitive distortions may also be explained by offender types. Indeed, MOs (Mdn = 63; max. 145) reported significantly higher scores on the cognitive distortion scale than CPOs (Mdn = 41.5), \( U = 114.5, z = -2.1, p < .05, r = -.33 \). Extending the attribution theory presented above, CPOs may indeed be less likely to endorse cognitive distortions due to the situational limitations of their offending. Alternatively, CPOs may endorse qualitatively different cognitive distortions from offenders with contact victims, and may thus appear as less distorted on conventional measures that are not validated on non-contact sex offenders.

There has been some recognition that paedophile online newsgroups play an important role in validating and normalizing such cognitive distortions (Taylor & Quayle, 2003). With the exception of the offenders who had not provided any (direct) explanation, the majority of participants across all thematic groups engaged in online networking with other users of CP. The information flow within the community of CP users has previously been found to play a significant role in the exchange and trading of the material (Quayle & Taylor, 2002). These communities also facilitate the establishment of contacts to other users with deviant sexual interests (Beech, Elliott, Birgden, & Findlater, 2008). As Taylor and Quayle (2005) pointed out, for many of their offending participants, these online relationships often replace unsatisfactory relationships in the offline world and provide important social support. In a case study of a 33 year old online sex offender, Quayle and Taylor (2001) described how important, nearly therapeutic, the notion of kinship in his newsgroup was for this particular offender but also the significant role the paedophile community played in aggravating his offending behaviour.

There is a growing body of research confirming the importance of social support for the offending behaviour of CPOs. In their CPO typology, Meridian et al. (2011) identified that increased networking with other offenders was representative of heightened seriousness of one’s offending; this was expressed in increased trading activity beyond collecting CP, possession of images with more deviant content, as well as enhanced knowledge about security measures to protect oneself. McLaughlin (2000) found that in his sample of CP collectors, a movement from static to more dynamic online locations (which represents a shift in increased networking activities) was related to a move from collecting to distribution of CP. Finally, Carr (2006) identified that a more serious engagement in CP offending was related to a tendency to more secure internet applications, a reduction in opportunistic behaviour (such as chatting in a broader social forum), and increased networking with other offenders. As Carr pointed out, status within the online community is often defined by the rarity of the provided material. It is thus not uncommon for producers to deliberately withhold some pictures of a thematic series to increase its value (Hesselbarth & Haag, 2004). Reportedly, some offenders in Carr’s sample felt encouraged to self-produce highly sought-after material in order to raise their status. It thus appears that online social involvement with other offenders as well as the particular role of the social networking can function as mediator variables to behaviour that may be a direct indicator of risk, such as increased access to deviant material or increased security awareness.
The above findings support the importance of identifying offence motivations in the assessment and treatment of CPOs, as a way of identifying higher risk offenders. This research confirmed that not only do offenders express differential needs according to their offence motivation but that the explanations provided may be indicative of different stages of the offending process.

**Limitations**

This study presented with a number of limitations, such as the self-selection of participants, the transparency of the survey, and the small sample size, which limited the methodological choices available. Most MOs were institutionalised at the time of data collection while nearly all CPOs resided in the community, which introduced a systematic difference in the method of data collection. Even though presence of the researcher or other participants are potential biases to the survey responses, these differences in data collection were necessary due to differing requests by participating institutions and were accepted in order to increase study participation.

**Conclusion**

The current study confirmed the value of a motivational typology as a move towards more focused and more economic risk assessment of CPOs, for example based on a separation between sexual and non-sexual offence motivations. The outcomes confirm the heterogeneity of CPO subgroups that may require specific assessment and treatment plans, depending on their unique offence pathways. The above discussion has identified some differences between CP consumers with and without contact victims, concerning their offence motivations as well as their level of cognitive distortions. However, these findings can only be considered as a first step in identifying a relationship between offenders’ risks/needs and their offence motivations, and more, and more rigorous, research is needed to develop a motivational-based typology of CPOs and to integrate these findings into a comprehensive understanding of the risk presented by CPOs, both regarding reoffending and cross-over to contacting offenders.
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